FUSING DETECTED HUMANS IN MULTIPLE PERCEPTION SENSORS NETWORK
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Abstract. A fusion method is proposed to keep a correct number of humans from all humans detected by the robot operating system based Perception Sensor Network (PSN) which includes multiple partially overlapped Field of View (FOV) Kinetics. To this end, the fusion rules are based on the parallel and orthogonal configurations of Kinetics in PSN system. For the parallel configuration, the system will decide whether the detected humans staying in FOV of single Kinect or in overlapped FOV of multiple Kinetics by evaluating the angles formed between their locations and Kinect original point on top view (x, z plane) of 3D coordination. Then, basing on the angles, the PSN system will keep the person stay in only one FOV or keep the one with biggest ROI if they stay in overlapped FOV of Kinetics. In the case of Kinetics with orthogonal configuration, 3D Euclidian distances between detected humans are used to determine the group of humans supported to be same human but detected by different Kinetics. Then the system, keep the human with a bigger Region of Interest (ROI) among this group. The experimental results demonstrate the outperforming of the proposed method in various scenarios.

1. Introduction

Detecting and tracking individual human in the cluster environments such as in the group of humans is an interesting area in recent years. In these scenarios, detecting the appearances of humans is challenging problem since the humans are normally partially or fully overlapped by other humans in the scene and humans appearing out of sensor FOV [1]. Multiple sensors fusion is one of efficient approaches to solve the these problems [2]. Sensor fusion in computer vision is classified into several categories: scene segmentation, representation, 3-D shape estimation, sensor modeling, autonomous robots, and object detection and tracking. In [3], a survey of the state of the art in multi-sensor fusion is presented. The research of [4] proposed a method in which 3D positions of detected humans by multiple sensors are used to track the detected one. Using multiple sensors in [5] enhances the robot abilities to track human in rescues situations. The works of [6] have proved that information from multiple sensors increases the accuracy of the human actions recognition. In [7] and [8], pedestrian tracking using the multiple sensors and optical follow are researched and these proved that cluster environments are the challenge problem of human detection and tracking. The issues of multimodal fusion are revised in the works of [9]. In the works of [10], a number of fusion strategies have been employed to combine sensor outputs from RGB-depth camera and depth sensor to enhance the integrity of
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depth data in detection object. To improve the navigation of robotic cars in cluster environment with obstacles, [11] propose a vision multisensor fusing framework, which fuses color, depth, and laser information consistently via both geometrical and semantic constraints. Sensor fusion is used in [12] to address the problem of object detection and tracking in occlusion scenario. The redundant data is determined if the Euclidian distance between objects is lower than threshold. This fusion rule easily lead to miss detection after fusing in cases different objects staying closely each other. A proposed PSN system in [13] and [14] including various Kinect cameras (PSN units) [15] playing a role as system perception parts is used to detected and tracking humans appearing in the FOV of Kinects in PSN. Since the PSN system consists of multiple Kinects and the FOV of two Kinects is configured to overlap partially each other, it is possible that someone staying in the overlapped region is detected by both Kinects. The fusion rules of [13] and [14] is similar with [12], they use the distances between detected objects to find the same object but are detected by different Kinect cameras. This fusion rule easily lead to miss detection after fusing in cases different objects staying near each other. The requirement of keeping a correct number of humans from all detected humans including redundant detected humans is the crucial requirement to enhance the detecting and tracking tasks. To this end, in this paper a novel fusing methods will accumulate the location information of all detected humans from PSN units and then remove redundant information if any. Moreover, these fusion methods are proposed to tolerate the calibration errors of Kinects setting. Specifically, Kinect configurations are classified into parallel and orthogonal. The fusion rules of parallel configuration are based on the decisions whether detected human belong to FOV of one Kinect or belong to both FOV of two Kinect. On another hand, 3D locations of detected humans are used in the orthogonal configuration to determine the group of humans supporting the same human but detected by different Kinects.

The following is the structure of the paper. Section 2 will introduce the PSN system. Section 3 presents the fusion method. The experimental results of proposed method are provided in Sec. 4.

2. PSN System Overview

The Robot Operation System (ROS)-based system [16] are used to detect humans. Note that ROS basing on master and clients platform provides the fundamental communication environments for nodes. Each PSN unit acts as the single node of ROS and communicates with other PSN units under the controls of server playing a role as master of ROS. In PSN, the novel ROS based package called Openni [17] installed in PSN units which use Kinects to detect the humans appearing in Kinect FOVs then to provide the 3D distance and 2D ROI of these detected humans. Specifically, the locations of humans can be detected easily by finding the human body joints which are supported very effectively by the available open source libraries [18] and [19]. After the presenting of one detected human, this human is tracked by PSN and location and name is published as ROS topics in the system.

Each software module acting as a node of ROS publishes as well as subscribes the ROS topic messages. The PSN system consists of WHERE module installed at PSN units using Kinect Openni to detect humans. The human locations are advertised as ROS topics on the system and ROS nodes can subscribe to utilize this information conveniently. The module blocks, topics subscribing and publishing are depicted in Fig. 1 WHERE fusion module installed at master will accurate all detected humans by subscribing the /detector topics advertised by PSNs units and uses fusion rules to keep the correct number of humans. The final human locations ROIs after fusing (/where topics) are advertised in PSNs for advanced application such as tracking and gesture evaluating.

Specifically, in PSN, $k_n$ ($n \in \{1,2\}$) is the 3D origin position of Kinect $n$ and and the 3D position of a person $i$ at frame $t$ detected by Kinect $k^n$ defined as $p_i^t(k^n)$ and ROI of this person at frame $t$ is defined as ROI $\{p_i^t(k^n)\} = (x_i^t, y_i^t, w_i^t, h_i^t)$ where $w_i^t$ and $h_i^t$ mean width and
height respectively as in Fig. 2. To detect and track human, PSN system uses four Kinects numbered as id1, id2, id3 and id4 in which the pair Kinects id1, id2 and the pair Kinects id3 and id4 are configured by parallel setting and the pair Kinects id1, id3 and the pair Kinects id2, id4 are configured by orthogonal setting. Note that in parallel setting, the two local origin of Kinects e.g. \( k^n \) and global origin \( O \) of PSN system are on the same line and in orthogonal setting, the local origins of 2 Kinects are configured so that they face oppositely each other. The parallel setting of two Kinects of PSN is configured as shown in Fig. 3 which depicts a top view (xz-plane) and the orthogonal setting of two Kinects of PSN is configured as shown in Fig. 4 which also depicts a top view (xz-plane) of global 3D coordination.

![Fig. 1: Modules and message transmissions of PSN.](image1)

\[ p_i'(k^n) = (x_i', y_i', z_i') \quad \text{ROI} \{ p_i'(k^n) \} = (x_i', y_i', h_i'w_i') \]

![Fig. 2: Features of detected human in FOV of Kinect n: 3D location at top left corner and ROI.](image2)

3. Proposed Fusion Method

The Kinects in PSN system are roughly calibrated manually in advance. Since the effective FOV of Kinect is about three meter, the offset value after calibration in horizontal axis of Kinects is set to 3 meters and in vertical axis is set to 5 meters. The origin of global coordinate is set at the middle point on the line connected local origins of Kinects id1 and id2. Then the calibration parameters are stored in the database of PSN system and published as ROS topics. The PSN units subscribe these calibrations parameters topics to convert the local coordinate of each Kinect to global coordinate of PSN system. As the results, the 3D locations of detected human of Kinects are converted to global 3D locations. If the calibration steps are implemented perfectly and the accurate calibrating parameters can be obtained, the detected people supporting to be the same person but detecting by different Kinects will have the same 3D locations. In this situation, removing redundant humans is straightforward by keeping the detected humans with the biggest ROI. In reality, doing the calibration for a system with multiple sensors is the challenging problem, calibration errors normally occur in this system. In our PSN system, the Kinects are calibrated roughly basing on orthogonal configuration and parallel configuration which denoted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. Specifically, the offset in horizontal and vertical axis (xz-plane) of Kinects with origin is measured and stored as calibration parameters of each Kinects. Fusion rules are proposed to tolerate the calibration errors which makes the offsets of 3D distances of humans supporting the same person detected by difference Kinects.

The parallel setting of a Kinect pair in PSN system is depicted in Fig. 3. As one can observe, Kinect pair forms a panorama view. To overcome the problem of calibration errors, the fusion rules of the parallel configuration of Kinects pair are based on the angles, which are formed between the positions of detected humans and the Kinect global origin positions. Specifically, the angle between a person \( p_i^k \) and \( k^n \) is \( \theta_i^n \). The angle between one detected human and
Kinect can be calculated from the position values, for instance \( \tan(\theta^o) = (O_k^o - |x^o_i|)/|z^o_i| \). The FOV of Kinect id \( n \) is shown in terms of angle \( \theta^o \). Here, default FOV parameters of Kinect are used so that each \( \theta^o \) is 43\(^\circ\). In case of human \( i \) belongs to the FOV of only Kinect id1 denoted as \( p_i^1(k^1) \) (region 1 in Fig. 3), or belongs FOV of only Kinect id2 denoted as \( p_i^2(k^2) \) (region 2 in Fig. 3), the fusion rules can be expressed as Eq. (1) and Eq. (2):

\[
\text{if } \theta^o_i \leq \theta^1 \land \theta^o_i \geq \theta^2 \\
\text{then } p_i^1 \in \text{FOV} (k^1) \land p_i^1 \notin \text{FOV} (k^2) \land \text{fusionrulekeeps } p_i^1 (k^1),
\]

\[
\text{if } \theta^o_i \leq \theta^1 \land \theta^o_i \leq \theta^2 \\
\text{then } p_i^2 \notin \text{FOV} (k^1) \land p_i^2 \in \text{FOV} (k^2) \land \text{fusionrulekeeps } p_i^2 (k^2).
\]

In another case, one human belongs to both FOV of Kinect id1 and Kinect id2 (region 3 in Fig. 3), these humans are detected as \( p_i^1 (k^1) \) and \( p_j^2 (k^2) \), the fusion rules will select the human from either Kinect id1 or Kinect id2. The human with the bigger ROI will be kept after fusing as depicted in Eq. (3). Note the size of ROI of people are calculated by multiplying the width and the high of their ROI:

\[
\text{if } \theta^o_i \leq \theta^1 \land \theta^o_i \leq \theta^2 \\
\text{then } p_i^1 \in \text{FOV} (k^1) \land p_j^2 \in \text{FOV} (k^2) \\
\text{fusionrulekeeps } p_i^1 (k^1) \\
\text{if size } (\text{ROI } \{ p_i^1 (k^1) \}) > \text{size } (\text{ROI } \{ p_j^2 (k^2) \}) \\
\text{then fusionrulekeeps } p_i^1 (k^1) \\
\text{else fusionrulekeeps } p_j^2 (k^2).
\]

In the case of orthogonal configuration, the Kinects pairs are set to face oppositely each other and they do not form a panorama view as can be observed in Fig. 4. As the results, it is difficult to determine that the person appears in the FOV of one Kinect or in FOVs of both Kinect as described in the parallel configuration. The fusion rules of the orthogonal setting of two Kinects in PSN system as Fig. 3 to remove redundant detected people are based on the relative distances between 3D global locations of all detected peoples. To remove redundant humans after humans are detected by all Kinects of PSN system (/detector topics), firstly the 3D Euclidian distance between 3D global locations of these people are lower than threshold \( Td \) and Kinect ID of person \( i \) which indicates the name of Kinect detects this person is different from Kinect ID of person \( j \). Using only the 3D distance condition can lead to unwanted removing detected human in cases of there are many detected humans staying close together. To overcome this limitation, considering each Kinect ID which is different from Kinect ID of to be checked person \( i \), the following conditions are used to further check whether the other detected people are the same. Note that for the person appears in FOV of one Kinect, this Kinect can detect this person as one object. That is, if there are more than one people having same this Kinect ID and 3D distances of these people and person \( i \) are lower than distance \( Td \), only one person who yields the smallest distance with person \( i \) will be chosen as person \( i \) detected by this Kinect ID. The same method is used for all Kinect in PSN system. The Eq. (4):

\[
dist (p_i, p_j) = \sqrt{(x_i - x_j)^2 + (y_i - y_j)^2 + (z_i - z_j)^2}.
\]
describes the above conditions. In our system, Kinects are calibrated to convert each local 3D position detected by Kinect coordinate to global PSN coordinate. If Kinects are calibrated perfectly, the 3D Euclidian distances calculated by Eq. (4) approach to zero. In our PSN system, we set $T_d = 0.5$ to tolerate the calibration errors between Kinects. Finally, supporting that for one detected person there are numbers of people detected by PSN Kinects who are considered as the same person after above considerations, only one person with biggest ROI will be kept and others will be removed after fusing. Eq. (5):

$$\text{if } \text{dist}(p^t_i, p^t_j) < T_d \land \text{kinect id} (p^t_i) \neq \text{kinect id} (p^t_j) \land j = \arg \min_{j \in D} \text{dist}(p^t_i, p^t_j) \text{ then } p^t_j\text{same as } p^t_i$$

$$\text{if } \text{size}(\text{ROI} \{p^t_i\}) > \text{size}(\text{ROI} \{p^t_j\}) \text{ then fusionrulekeeps } p^t_i$$

$$\text{else fusionrulekeeps } p^t_j,$$

where $D$ is the set of detected humans whose the distance calculated as Eq. (4) between each of their 3D locations and 3D location of to be checked person $i$ is lower than threshold $T_d$.

4. Experimental Results

The sensitivity of Openni method, which is used to detect human, is about 0.5 seconds. This means that when human appear in the Kinect FOV, Openni takes 0.5 seconds to detect this human. In our experiments scenarios, the humans enter the Kinect FOV and stay static about one second at the defined positions before moving. Note that staying in these positions, which in the FOV of multiple Kinect guarantees that these humans are detected by at least one Kinect. The results of WHERE fusion for the two Kinects with parallel configurations are shown in Fig. 5. The detected humans are denoted as rectangular boxes. Note that the detected humans after fusing are denoted as the green boxes with a number and the redundant detected humans are denoted as yellow rectangle without numbering, respectively. In Fig. 5 the $p09$ belongs to both FOV of Kinect 1 and FOV of Kinect 2 after fusing the ROI of the human in Kinect 1 is kept since the size of the ROI of this person is bigger as described in Eq. (5). On the other hand, $p01, p02, p03$ belong only to one Kinect FOV so it is kept by fusion rules.

The results of WHERE fusion for orthogonal configuration of two Kinect with id1 and id3 are shown in Fig. 6. There are six detected humans and after doing fusion the system removes three redundant detected ones and keep the corrects the number of humans appearing in the FOV of
Fig. 5: WHERE fusion of the parallel configuration (keeps correctly 4 detected humans (red ROI rectangular) from total 5 detected humans). orthogonal configuration Kinect id1 and Kinect id3 as three people.

In Fig. 7, we can observe the problem when we use distance based rules to remove the redundant detected humans in the parallel configuration. Selecting the distance threshold \( T_d \) affects the results of fusion. If the large threshold \( T_d \) is selected there are more detected people will be considered as the same human. The people who stay near the border of Kinects will have the small 3D distances. These distances can be lower than distance threshold \( T_d \) (are set as 0.5) which use to determine the same person from detected people. The people are denoted as \( p01, p02, p03 \) are considered as the same person and after using fusing rules based on 3D location, the human \( p03 \) are removed incorrectly and is not shown as the green boxes in final fusion results.

Fig. 6: WHERE fusion of orthogonal configuration (keeps correctly 3 detected humans (green ROI rectangular) form total 6 detected humans).

The results with four Kinects configurations are showed in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Note that the parallel configurations are applied for the Kinect id1 and Kinect id2 and the Kinect id3 and Kinect id4 pairs. The orthogonal configurations are applied for the Kinect id1 and Kinect id3 and the Kinect id2 and Kinect id4 pairs. The detected humans are denoted as rectangular boxes together with their correspondence names. As the results of where fusion method, the redundant humans that detected by Kinects are removed and the number of detected humans and their ROIs as well as names are displayed correctly by the PSN system.

The proposed method is compared with the method used in reference [14]. Note that the fusion rules of [14] are the same as [12] and [13]. The results are provide in Fig. 9. As one can see in Fig. 9(b), total numbers of humans in FOV of four Kinects are 16 and after using proposed fusion rules, the number of humans are kept correctly from 20 detected humans. On the other
WHERE fusion keeps correctly 4 detected humans (green ROI rectangular) from total 9 detected humans in four Kinects with parallel and orthogonal configurations.

Fig. 8: WHERE fusion keeps correctly 4 detected humans (green ROI rectangular) from total 9 detected humans in four Kinects with parallel and orthogonal configurations.

Fig. 9: Comparison between proposed method with method [14]. (a) Result of [14], (b) result of proposed method.

5. Conclusions and Future Works

Using the distances between humans in orthogonal configuration and angles between detected humans and Kinects origins the PSN system in parallel configuration, the proposed fusion methods can remove the redundant detected humans and keep correct number of detected humans efficiently. The proposed fusion method enhances the human detection and tracking. Testing the calibration errors is the potential future research topics.
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